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Abstract: Arsenic (As) is a carcinogenic element and a potential threat to human life. In Sindh groundwater is 

contaminant with As at a larger scale, which essentially leaves its toxic effect on crops and vegetables. Rice is a 

staple food used all around Pakistan and an area where there is As in water and it produces rice crop. It is one 

of the major causes of the exposure of As to the human population, causing some serious illness, including 

cancer. As detection in the crop is conventionally an expensive and time-consuming process, so in this research 

we studied previous researches on As in water, rice in crop-producing districts in Sindh, collected the data and 

applied a machine learning approach to predict As in rice. We have used the azure platform to perform our 

machine learning tasks; using different algorithms for prediction. According to the results, linear regression 

outperformed among them. Finally, a web service is created so we can make a future prediction without going 

into details of the model. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Water, one of the most basic human needs used not only for the purpose of drinking but also for 

cultivating crops. Where without water life ceases to exist there, the need for clean water is also very important 

because we only exposed to water while drinking but our agriculture depends on water and any contamination of 

water cause contamination in crops we eat. In Sindh province of Pakistan, one of the major reasons for 

contamination of water is As[23], [19] a huge number of districts in Sindh are prone to As contamination [12], 

and when that water is used in cultivation that As is passed to crops [13], [20] and having an adverse effect on 

humans [7] consuming it [23]. In Sindh one of the most common staple foods is rice [24] and almost all major 

rice producing district such as Larkana, Shikarpur, Ghotki, Kashmore Badin and Thatta [26] have the problem 

of As in water causing As contamination in rice. For the large consumption of rice in the population of Sindh, it 

exposes many people to As from rice. This As contamination due to rice is problem all around the world [3]. To 

detect As in water or in rice [22], the process is very expensive and time-consuming and a very little region can 

be covered [16] at a time so we have used those studies to collect data from major rice-producing districts and 

we have used machine learning to predict the value of As in rice from As in water. We are using the Azure 

platform to create our training pipeline for this problem after that we will test different algorithms and see what 

works best for this purpose and use it to create web service. The web service that we are creating will provide an 

easy-to-use interface for performing future predictions. The web service we are working on will be helpful for 

the government and organizations who are working in the environment and health domain. This study will open 

gates for researchers and developers to perform an experiment on top of our web service and create solutions 

using our web service. 

 

II. LITREATURE REVIEW 
As, exceedingly harmful element, and its essence in food composites involves worry for the general 

wellbeing security, explicitly in Bangladesh which is viewed as the most As influenced nation all through the 

world[4].As may be a characteristic component of the earth’s outside and is commonly dispersed all over the 

environment within the discus, water, and arrival. It is amazingly noxious in its inorganic shape [18].As 

presence in drinking water cause local health problems in different districts of Sindh.it causes more effect in the 

age group 11 to15[9].It is investigated that the usually nutritional ingestion of As and related health hazards 

materializing the population due to eating of regular foodstuffs in  the Bangladesh[2]. The total safe limit for 
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contamination of Asi.e. target hazard quotient THQ in vegetables and cereals for both the rural and urban 

residents is defined as (>1) [5]. Rice contributes significantly to As exposure of humans through the diet, 

because As is mobilized from paddy fieldsoils and accumulated by the rice plant [1].The cancer risk in countries 

with large consumption of rice isincreasing. Cancer riskfrom As showed the comparative risk involvement from 

water to be 51%, from rice to be 44% and 5% from wheat intake as well [3]. Authors in study [8] collected720 

Ground Water and Surface Water samples from 18 different sites of Sindh province, the estimates of As in 

groundwater and surface water was observed in the range of 0 to 125 and 0 to 35 μg/L with mean values of 46.8 

and 15.43 μg/L respectively [8].Effects of As on human health become the global concentration because of 

increasing contamination in the water crop and soilin many areas [9].The results of investigation indicate that 

some rice varieties sold in the local markets of AlmadinahAlmunawarah,KSA contain hazardous levels of one 

or more of the toxic element (e.g.As, chromium,lead)[10]. The higher As rate in cereals was considered due to 

the higher growth of As from soil to cropin study [3].A survey is done in Khairpur andMatiariand increasing 

levels of As contamination wereobserved which is not good for human health. According to [13] 81% of water 

samples were not suitable for drinking in Qambar district and based on [14],[15] it can be said that quality of 

ground water has also worsen in Larkana due to As contamination. 24 fields of T.M khan were selected and 

each entrance of the water canals sample was collected.0.12-0.16 mg/kg of Aswas calculated by analytical 

methods [16]. The total mean of Ascontamination in irrigation water of Badin district was found 0.12-0.14 [17].  

Researches discuss until now have detected the value of As in rice or water with the help of chemical process 

but researchers in [25] have used machine learning to create awareness regarding As.They have performed 

survey and questionnaire was filled based on which predictions were made regarding awareness of As 

contamination. A recent development in machine learning had provided great support in the earth and 

environmental science like in [27] researcher have collected various samples of groundwater and applied ANN 

and SVM for prediction where SVM performed well, apart from prediction forecasting is also one of the major 

techniques so in [18] authors forecasted the As value in water and cancer risk due to that for next years in Tando 

Mohammad khan district Pakistan using techniques such as ARIMA. Our work uses basics of  the research 

presented in [18].We have created a machine learning model and use the As in water values and predict the 

values of As in rice. 

 

III. DATASET 
For the purpose of prediction datasets are collected from different research papers. As in rice for 

district Badin is collected from [17] and for district T.M khan is collected from [16] and water usage from study 

[5]. 200 samples of each feature are taken respectively. 

 

IV. AZURE ML STUDIO 

Azure Machine learning studio is GUI based IDE for machine learning workflow; creating and 

optimizing machine learning operation. It is made up of modulesfor performing variousmachine learning 

operations and these modules are drag and drop based with data flow from one module to another for example if 

you have dataset you want to clean it then first you will drag and drop dataset module cleaning module and then 

connect them accordingly. For our research we have used various algorithms which are also Azure ML studio 

modules [6]. 

 

1.  Algorithms 

From the dataset used in this research, the data is in continuous form, so we have used regression to predict the 

future values. We have used following regression algorithm modules from Azure Machine Learning Studio. 

 Neural Network Regression 

 Bayesian Linear Regression 

 Boosted Decision Tree Regression 

 Decision Forest Regression 

 Linear Regression 

 Poison Regression 

 

1. 1. Neural Network Regression 

It supervises neural Network Regression machine learning method, so it requires a tagged or labeled dataset, it 

creates regression model with customizable neural network algorithm. It is a suitable fit where the normal 

regression technique doesn’t work so if regression is to be performed on continuous data and other techniques 

not seem to work then Neural Network Regressionis appropriate to use [28]. 

1.2. Bayesian Linear Regression 

When we are creating a regression model on the continuous data with the help of Bayesian statistics, we are 

using Bayesian linear regression. In this module it uses linear regression with prior probability function [28]. 
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 1.3. Boosted Decision Tree Regression 

We use this module when we want to create an ensemble of trees of regression with boosting that means that 

current tree depends on previous trees. This module improves accuracy with minimum risk [28]. 

1.4. Decision Forest Regression 

We use this module when we want to create an ensemble of decision tree. It is better to use them because they 

provide efficient use of memory and computation [28]. 

1.5. Linear Regression 

It is supervised machine learning technique; it works in such a way that a linear relationship is established 

between one or two independent variables to get predictions which will be numeric [28].        

1.6. Poison Regression 

It creates a regression model with the assumption that the data given has a poison distribution. The ideal case to 

use this is when predicting numeric values specially counts [28].      

 

V.   METHODOLOGY 
The purpose of the research is to predict the in rice from the amount of As in water which is used  in 

cultivation of rice so the dataset we have is continuous data so we are using regression for future predictions. 

For applying this whole workflow we are using Azure Machine Learning Studio. Following are the steps which 

we have followed in experiments. 

 Data Gathering 

 Importing Data 

 Feature and Label Selection 

 Splitting Into Train and Test set 

 Applying Machine Learning  algorithm 

 Evaluates results from all algorithms  

 Chose best model  

 Create Web Service 

 

The first step is data collection; which is done from the previous researches where either the value of 

As is detected or it is checked that how much As is present in rice crop and how much water is used. Table 1 

shows that As in rice and water for T.M khan and Badin district are taken form paper [16],[17] respectively. 

Second step is to import data where we want to use it here in this case we are using azure ml studio so data is 

imported there, now we have data next step is to recognize what are the features and what are the labels in 

dataset, after getting appropriate features and label we are splitting the data into train and test in next step we 

will take train data and train machine learning model on that now we will evaluate the models using the test data 

now based on our evaluation we will select the model and in last step we will create web service using the best 

model.      

 

Table 1 Data Collection Papers 
Paper District As in Rice 

mg/kg 

As in Water 

𝝁𝒈/𝒍 
Chohan, Muhammad, et al [16] T.M Khan 0.12-0.16 51.47 

Chohan, M., et al.[17] Badin 0.12-0.14 57.12 
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Fig.1.Methodology 

 

VI. IMPLEMENTATION 
 Experimentis created in azure machine learning studio and collected dataset isimported using dataset 

module.After having data imported in our experiment; features and labels are selected from dataset using select 

column from dataset module of ML Studio.Two features are: Column 1 containing value of As in water and 

column 2 containing water consumption are chosenand one label is: column 3 containing values of As in rice is 

chosen.Then dataset is split into two parts:80%of data for training and 20% of data for testing using Split Data 

module.Next step is to apply machine learning algorithm to train our model.We have used Neural Network 

Regression, Bayesian Linear Regression, Boosted, Decision Tree Regression, Decision Forest Regression, 

Linear Regression, Poison Regression modules.Forevaluation ofour model we are using score and test model 

modules and got the following evaluation parameters 

 Mean Absolute Error (MAE) 

 Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) 

 Relative Absolute Error (RAE) 

 Relative Squared Error (RSE) 

We have selected (RMSE) as our primary metric and based on this we have selected the best model and after 

selecting the best model we have created web service from that model. Fig 2 shows the implementation of 

complete workflow and fig3 shows the complete web service machine learning workflow. 
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Fig.2. Implementation of  machine learning workflow 

 

 
Fig.3. Implementation of Web service using Azure machine learning Studio 

 

VII. RESULT 
We have selected RMSE as a primary metric because it contains the normal distribution and does not use 

absolute values as these values are not convenient for the calculation.  

Mean absolute error (MAE)  

Is a measure of errors between paired observations expressing the same phenomenon [29].  

MAE=
 𝒂𝒊𝒎

𝒊 −𝒃𝒊

𝒎
   (1) 

Root mean squared error (RMSE) 

Creates a single value that summarizes the error in the model. By squaring the difference, the metric disregards 

the difference between over-prediction and under-prediction [29]. 

RMSE= 
 (𝒂𝒊 𝒎

𝒊 −𝒂𝒊)𝟐

𝒎
  (2) 

Relative absolute error (RAE)  

Is the relative absolute difference between expected and actual values; relative because the mean difference is 

divided by the arithmetic mean [29]. 

𝛿 =  
𝜗𝐴−𝜗𝐸

𝜗𝐸
 . 100%  (3) 

Relative squared error (RSE)  

Similarly normalizes the total squared error of the predicted values by dividing by the total squared error of the 

actual values[30]. 
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RSE =
 (Qim
m
i=1 −Ri)

2

 (Rm
m
i=1 −R )2

  (4) 

 

𝑅 =
1

𝑚
 𝑅𝑚

𝑚
𝑖=1   (5) 

 

Data of As in rice, As in water and water usage for rice crop per 1kg of two districts Badin and 

Muhammad Khan is used as a dataset. Both targeted districts produce an extensive amount of rice crop in Sindh. 

Six machine learning algorithms are used to predict the value of As in rice. The results of those algorithms are 

evaluated based on four parameters. But to choose the best model the primary metric is MSE which is one of the 

most common way to evaluate a regression problem.  

Table.2 shows the value of RMSE for each algorithm, the minimum error value shows the best 

predictive algorithm and its clear from the table poison regression, Linear Regression and Neural Network 

Regression have outperformed the others.   

In the figure 4, the graph shows the evaluation of parameter’s value for each model. From these results 

the best model for our work is linear regression with MSE of 0.1144 although it can also be seen that poison 

regression is not far away. In addition the MAE, RAE and RSE values of both algorithms are equal. RMSE, 

RAE and RSE of Decision tree regression and decision forest regression are highest out of all algorithms. Figure 

5 shows the interface on which we input  As value in water and amount of water used to irrigate a kg of rice and 

it will give the predicted value of As in rice using logistic regression algorithm because it outperformed all 

algorithms, it is being used by the web service we have developed. The purpose of this interface is to provide an 

easy to use interface for peoplewithout letting them access the web service directly. 

 

 
Fig.4. Results for various metrics and Algorithms 
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Table.2 Algorithms and Primary metric value 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.5. Web Service Prediction Interface 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
As is a heavy metal whose presence in water and crops causes cancer.Presence of As in water is 

common, which makes As detection and prediction an important research in this region. In related work we have 

seen various researches done in south Asia and Pakistan and in Sindh regarding As or detection or prediction of 

As which gives us strong base to present our research. Our research uses machine learning to predict the value 

of As in rice from water usage and value of As in water. We have chosen rice because it is extensively used in 

this region. We have used Azure Machine learning platform to perform to implement six different algorithms for 

prediction and then evaluated their performance. Linear Regression performed best based on the primary metric, 

which is RMSE with the value of 0.114. We have also created a web service so that researchers and developers 

can use our model. Government and other organization can also build their solutions on the top of our web 

service. Our research opens the gate for future research in prediction of As in food and vegetables. 

 

IX. FUTURE WORK 
In this research we have focused the As contamination in rice grain of two different districts as the 

water containing As[21] is used in rice crops. Our future study will focus on the As contamination in different 

grains and vegetables [11] produced   in different districts of Sindh. 
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